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Abstract
The large volume of in- and out-flow of raw materials to construction projects has a huge potential to
be optimised for resource efficiency and waste reduction. With the recent awareness of the
importance of the circular economy, construction actors are aligning their practices to be more circular
and sustainable. The concept of material banks is born out of this awareness in order to document the
lifecycle information of materials and facilitate re-using them. The introduction of new cycles before
individual materials reach their final lifecycle stages results in reduced negative environmental
impacts.
This paper presents a workflow by positioning different digital technologies to automate the
procedures for reuse assessment: from the deconstructed building to M/C bank to new construction
projects. This automation supports a practical material and component reuse, while it provides the
necessary infrastructure to digitise and digitalise the post-deconstruction materials to be visualised,
selected and used by future designers in Building Information Modelling (BIM)-based design and
management environments. To this aim, the coupling of BIM, reality capturing technologies, additive
manufacturing techniques, IoT and RFID sensors is also anticipated.

Keywords: Material Bank, Building Information Modelling, Reality Capturing Technologies, Additive
Manufacturing, Re-use, Recycle, Deconstruction, End-of-Lifecycle, RFID, Industry 4.0

1 Introduction
The combina on of global trends such as the dras c rise of the global popula on, climate crisis as well
as resource deple on is pushing the global society towards overstepping the planetary boundaries. To
avoid this, industries are shi ing from the linear economy paradigm towards the Circular Economy
CE in which, extract, produce, use, reuse, repair and recycle is promoted. CE strategies aim to keep
a material in the economic value chain for as long as possible with the highest possible quality. A
circular and closed loop material use lowers the environmental externali es, resource extrac on and
waste genera on European Commission
.
As one of the most resource consuming and emission producing industries, the construc on
sector is par cularly under huge pressure to circularise its ac vi es. On the one hand, a solu on must
be found to host an addi onal two billion people by
and beyond United Na ons
. On the
other hand, sustainable and circular workﬂows must be developed to avoid further resource
deple on, waste and brownﬁeld land genera on. To overcome the above challenges, construc on
material reuse and recycling are in the spotlight of researchers. In many cases an element has a longer
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lifecycle span than a single building. Previous studies have shown that material reuse in mul ple
lifecycles reduces material’s nega ve environmental impacts and lowers their embodied energy and
carbon Akbarnezhad et al
.
The research groups can be divided into two categories: the ﬁrst group inves gates the poten als
of material reuse and recycling a er the End of Lifecycle EoL of buildings, while the second group is
invested in early design stage strategies to either Design out Waste DoW or Design for
Deconstruc on DfD WRAP
. The common denominator of these two early design strategies is
the lower waste output, known as Construc on and Demoli on Waste CDW , and higher material
reuse rate in the EoL phase.
Dow oﬀers a set of principles for reducing the overall waste produc on of a construc on project,
including design for material op misa on, design for waste eﬃcient procurement, design for oﬀ site
construc on and design for recovery and, subsequently, reuse. DfD, however, focuses on developing
a project, in which all building components and materials can later be demounted from the building
and reused in a new project. DfD strategies might incur a higher ini al cost in the ﬁrst service life.
Nevertheless, it reduces the construc on cost in the second cycle of service life by almost
.
Addi onally, DfD can cut the overall cumula ve construc on cost of two cycles of service life by
Akbarnezhad et al
. In the same study, DfD based designs proved to produce
less carbon
emission in comparison with conven onal designs.
The early design strategies are highly eﬀec ve in limi ng waste produc on and strengthening the
materials and components M C reuse later in the EoL phase of buildings. Meanwhile, M C must be
diligently chosen and designed in order to be able to carry on further lifecycles a er the building
decommissioning. However, once the materials are taken out of the ﬁrst building, they need to be
recer ﬁed for the second lifecycle. Ul mately, new designers must use them in their designs,
poten ally, for a second DoW , DfD based design. To close the material loop and to realize the
explained DfD deconstruc on recer ﬁca on reuse cycle, a material reuse management body is
required, which is conven onally known as material bank. A material bank links the early design stage
and the EoL stage by facilita ng the transfer of M C extracted from a decommissioned building to a
new structure. The material bank is also responsible for cer ﬁca on of reusable materials Cai and
Waldmann
.
Other concepts for material banks include Buildings as Material Banks BAMB . In this concept,
the whole building stock can be re thought as a lay oﬀ source of valuable reusable materials Gepts et
al
. This is not far from the truth. UK’s Green Building Council states that more than two thirds
of the opera onal buildings in
are already built UK Green Building Council,
. Similar
concepts such as Exis ng Buildings as Material Banks E BAMB or Ci es as Material Banks CAMB
have been developed by other research groups Manelius et al
; Rose and Stegemann
.
Exploi ng the exis ng building stock as a reservoir of secondary material for the future construc on
projects is the base of all these concepts. This is called Urban Mining; extrac ng the reusable M C
from buildings that are to be decommissioned.
However, a deconstructable component is not necessarily reusable unless the material bank
cer ﬁes it. Various research studies discuss the central role of material banks to circularise the
construc on projects Akbarieh et al
; Cai and Waldmann
; Gepts et al
; Jayasinghe and
Waldmann
; Manelius et al
; Rose and Stegemann
, among others . Nevertheless, no
previous study explored the feasibility of M C reuse before and a er a material bank’s cer ﬁca on.
To close this gap, the present paper conceptualises a workﬂow for prac cal M C reuse. Owing to the
large volume of materials in the building stock, a synergy of modern digital technologies is required to
digi se, automate and digitalise the post urban mining processes in the Architecture, Engineering,
Construc on, Owner and Operator AECOO sector. Without these technologies, material reuse
cannot scale up.
This paper presents the necessary steps in the post urban mining phase where the disassembled
building M C are already sent to the material bank and recer ﬁed by it. Development of an assessment
strategy is not the focus of this study, but how to get the deconstructed parts from an old building to
a new user. The suggested workﬂow demonstrates how disrup ve technologies automate the on site
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prac ces for a closed loop a building deconstruc on to material bank phase, on the one hand, and b
from the material bank to new construc on projects on the other hand. In this paper, deconstruc on
refers to complete disassembly of parts to achieve maximum reassembly and reuse poten als as well
as minimum CDW. The choice of deconstruc on strategy aﬀects the overall de construc on cost,
energy use, carbon emission, generated CDW as well as M C reclama on and further reuse poten als.
The signiﬁcance of crucial deconstruc on factors, which preserve the quality of salvaged M C and
ensure high recovery rates are discussed in Queheille et al
. However, going into the details of
deconstruc on prac ces are beyond the scope of this paper. We focus on what technologies are
needed when and in what order to facilitate material reuse a er the building deconstruc on and prior
to reuse in the second service life. The envisioned automa on supports a prac cal M C reuse, while
it provides the necessary infrastructure to digitalise the post deconstruc on materials to be visualised,
selected and used by future designers. Building Informa on Modelling BIM , reality capturing
technologies, addi ve manufacturing techniques, Radio Frequency Iden ﬁca on RFID and
humanoids are among the technologies that are used in this study.
Throughout this paper, the term digitalisa on serves as an envelope term for both digi sa on
and digitalisa on despite the dis nc on between the two. Digi sa on refers to the conversion of
analogue data into digital format. In the context of this paper, digi sa on implies acquiring the
dimensional geometry of real world objects through reality capturing technologies. Digitalisa on,
however, happens when the digi sed informa on along with a layer of informa on, e.g., material, are
used within digital ecosystems in order to model and op mise processes. A prime example is object
oriented BIM. Modelling the materials or various construc on processes is possible in BIM ecosystems
where both geometry and seman cs complete the digital representa on of a construc on project. In
short, digi sa on deals with informa on whereas digitalisa on concerns the processes.
This paper is structured in sec ons including the current sec on, i.e., Introduc on. In the next
part, sec on , background informa on about the prominent digital technologies in the construc on
sector is rendered. These technologies construct the proposed framework that is explained in sec on
. In this part, the focus is on the vital procedures a er building deconstruc on. Sec on further
discusses the idea and sec on concludes the discussions.

2 Technological Background and Related Works in the Construction Sector
In this sec on, digital technologies that serve for delinea ng the post urban mining material reuse
automa on and digitalisa on are brieﬂy introduced.
2.1 Material and Component Bank (M/C Bank)
The concept of the Material and Component bank M C bank is proposed by Cai and Waldmann
. An M C bank considers the reuse poten al of a whole component or an assembly and does not
solely focus on the cons tuent materials within an urban stock. The M C transi on from old building
deconstruc on to new construc on hinges over M C bank. To facilitate material reuse, the M C bank
has a digital, BIM based pla orm where it receives elements’ lifecycle informa on from BIModels but
also from other BIM compliant formats Jayasinghe and Waldmann
.
More importantly, the M C bank is responsible for assessing M C against proper chemical,
environmental and structural performance criteria. Especially, structural robustness of structural
components must be insured by the M C bank before reuse. Throughout this paper, we posi on our
concept assuming that a material bank is already fully opera onal. The reuse performance assessment
of a material or component is diﬃcult and complex. These reuse test methods and criteria are beyond
the scope of this study. Once tests are done, the ﬁnal vote for reuse can be: Pass, Aesthe c Fix, Deep
Fix and Not Pass i.e., Fail . Therefore, the vote determines whether an element can con nue its
second lifecycle. However, when an element does not meet the performance cri cal and consequently
fails, it will be assessed against proper recycling criteria. In the sec on , Discussion, a ﬁnal vote will
be explained in more details.
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2.2 Building Information Modelling (BIM)
Building Informa on Modelling BIM is a methodology to create a D, digital, object oriented,
intelligent representa on of a building in which all the building informa on is stored, managed and
exchanged between stakeholders. The resul ng digital model is also known as BIM, or BIModel to
remove the confusion. BIM can be u lised in various lifecycle stages; from the pre construc on phase
to the construc on, maintenance, and deconstruc on phases Sacks et al
. By having
construc on products and processes digitalised in one single model, repe ve tasks could be
automated that would lead to fewer on site and oﬀ site human induced mistakes in a construc on
project. Currently, BIM is the only well known methodology to holis cally digitalise the fragmented
construc on products and services in an interoperable manner. The digitalisa on of construc on
informa on through BIM creates a gateway for the construc on industry to be linked with other digital
technologies such as Ar ﬁcial Intelligence AI , Internet of Things IoT , Blockchain and other central
databases.
BIM can and must interact with the M C bank to exchange the lifecycle informa on of materials.
This interac on between a primary BIModel, the M C bank, and a new BIM based design is shown in
Figure . Two parallel processes are carried out simultaneously. In the physical process, elements are
deconstructed from the building, sent to M C bank for assessment and recer ﬁca on, and ﬁnally
reused in a new building. In a parallel digital process, material lifecycle informa on will be transferred
to the digital M C bank a er building deconstruc on. A er an update, lifecycle informa on as well as
reuse cer ﬁca on and assessment results are available for new designers. For the reusable material
design phase and the transi on of informa on from the M C bank to a new BIModel, designers must
foster a new mindset: Design with Reusable Materials Akbarieh et al
. This will be further

Figure 1 The interaction between BIM and M/C bank. The two, physical and digital, parallel processes
enable material and component reuse.

discussed in sec on .
2.3 Reality Capturing Technologies
Reality capturing technologies are devices and processes with which real world objects, buildings, or
areas such as a road or a city can be captured for a detailed D data acquisi on. The capturing devices
may use laser pulses to record the distance, angles and other physical a ributes such as colour or
intensity from the desired elements. Others may use op cal digital imagery from a single or a
mul tude of cameras. Diﬀerent types of laser scanning methods include Terrestrial Laser Scanning
TLS and Airborne Laser Scanning ALS . High accuracy mobile or handheld scanners have also been
introduced to the market in order to ease the work of scanning professionals for loca ons with limited
access or small objects. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle UAVs can also be equipped with scanners. On the
other hand photogrammetric analyses have become very popular with the availability of various
digital cameras, UAVs and cloud based processing services. As these methods complement each
other, modern sensor systems, e.g. mobile mapping systems, o en comprise both these types of
capturing technologies.
From both data types subsequently a point cloud is created, which needs to be further processed
by specialised so ware in order to represent the desired digi sed elements. Through BIM based
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methods, it is possible to reconstruct a real world object from these data for modelling and
visualisa ons.
Currently, many research groups use these methods for condi on assessment or corrosions and
cracks detec on in M C the belong to steel and concrete structures Ribeiro et al
; Yang et al
. Tracking and upda ng the status of construc on progression based on BIModels are among
other prac cal use cases of capturing technologies Han and Golparvar Fard,
. Moreover,
Hamledari and Fischer
proposed using such technologies on construc on site in order to
automate the progress monitoring and realising construc on payments through blockchain based
smart contracts.
2.4 Extended Reality Technologies
Extended Reality XR XR is an umbrella term that refers for the three types of immersive technologies:
Virtual Reality VR , Augmented Reality AR , as well as Mixed Reality MR . Each of these technologies
delivers a diﬀerent immersive experience to the user Alizadehsalehi et al
. Through XR, users
experience a blend of the real and digital virtual worlds, where audio and visual cues enable the user
to either enter a completely digital world, although realis c, in VR, or to experience an addi on to
their immediate environment in AR. Therefore, XR is a useful technology to support design and
decision making in construc on projects by simula ng diﬀerent procedures in various lifecycle stages.
In the context of this paper, directly observing the disassembly of reusable parts and reassembly of
new parts in an XR environment hugely beneﬁts designers and construc on project team.
XR so ware and objects can be sourced from BIModels and created via BIM authoring tools,
respec vely. For reusable construc on materials, crea ng XR oriented objects are the next step a er
scanning with reality capturing technologies. Once the captured elements are turned into D objects;
they can be visualised in XR environments to assist with assessing the design needs.
2.5 Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT systems compose of mul ple sensors and cyber physical systems, which collec vely help with real
me informa on sharing and collec on Borgia
. Real me data improves the eﬃciency of
processes and the project. Moreover, within an IoT system, sensor devices, i.e., Smart Objects, can
communicate with each other to exchange informa on. The data gathered by IoT devices can be
further processed, integrated and modelled in BIM compliant environments.
Radio Frequency Iden ﬁca on RFID is categorised as a communica on technology which powers
the IoT. As such, it a sought a er, low cost technology in the construc on sector with which data are
automa cally collected from objects and stored in the RFID tag. In this technology, radio waves
transfer energy and data to an electronic transponder, i.e., tag. RFID sensors can be a ached to
diﬀerent elements for tracking, loca ng, inventory and material management, health and status
monitoring, progress management, quality control and logis cs planning Motamedi et al
.
RFIDs are becoming more popular with material banks as some studies envision the integra on of
material passports in RFID tags with informa on being logged in a blockchain network Copeland and
Bilec,
. Material Passports structurally document the composi on of materials and their lifecycle
informa on, including reuse and recycling poten als, and the environmental impact Honic et a,
.
2.6 Humanoids and Robotic Machinery
Robo c machinery and Humanoids are among other Industry . spill overs in the construc on
industry. Having sensor fed digital twins on the one hand, and sensor equipped sites on the other
hand, it has never been an easier me for AECOO actors to explore the possibili es of humanoids in
construc on projects. Humanoids completely depend on all the above men oned technologies in
order to autonomously move in the De construc on site and to add a new layer of automa on to the
projects. However, the added value of on site robo cs is the increase in speed and eﬃciency of
projects and reduc on of errors and health hazards of workers.
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Despite many advantages of robo c machinery in the construc on sector, Melenbrink et al
briskly warned that the applica on of humanoids is suited for large scale and repe ve projects and
might not be cost eﬀec ve for the majority of single construc on projects or tasks.
2.7 Additive Manufacturing
Addi ve Manufacturing is widely deployed for repair and restora on in various industries including
power plant, marine, manufacturing, railway and aircra industries Rahito et al
. However, it is
not a common prac ce in the construc on industry since reuse and recovery of construc on M C
were not considered in the past. Addi ve manufacturing automates the restora on of parts only if
material compa bility is met. Hence, not all materials in construc on can be repaired by this
technique. However, cemen ous and metallic materials have proved to have high poten als
Delgado Camacho et al
. In fact, D concrete prin ng is an addi ve manufacturing procedure
that could be useful for concrete parts’ restora on.
Binder je ng, material extrusion and sheet lamina on are common addi ve manufacturing
principles. These principles can help to retain a product in the supply chain by introducing new sub
cycles for reuse. Figure illustrates how a real world object can be ﬁxed and ready for reuse if the
machine has the geometry of the damaged and original D object. Addi ve manufacturing rapidly
produces complex structures with a rather low wastage rate of materials and energy. The variety of
addi ve manufacturing techniques oﬀers new reuse possibili es by repurposing the elements and
crea ng new components from the deconstructed elements. Of course, this procedure completely
depends on having access to ini al design dra s, dimensions, and material composi ons of the
elements. This is another reason for having standardised material passports saved in secure databases
during the ﬁrst and second lifecycle of elements.

Figure 2 Digital processes for repair through additive manufacturing. The image is modified from (Türk, 2017).

3 A proposed workflow for post-urban mining automation and digitalisation of
reusable materials and components
Urban mining provides us with secondary materials. It is vital to create eﬃcient workﬂows to
determine whether the obtained secondary materials can be reused and if not, how to improve their
reuse poten als in the post urban mining phase. The suggested workﬂow demonstrates automa on
of the on site prac ces which prepares the deconstructed materials for reuse and digitalise the
reusable M C This workﬂow is s ll under development and it aims to create a closed loop reusable
material system with three steps: a from building deconstruc on to M C bank, b M C bank
assessment and cer ﬁca on for reuse or recycling and c from the M C bank to new construc on
projects. Figure demonstrates the overall workﬂow.
A plethora of diﬀerent M C exist in the construc on sector. However, the present study focuses
on structural pieces, either load bearing or not. Most of these structural pieces are referred to as
components. To explain by example, concrete reuse is not possible as a material, only a concrete
component as beam or slab element can be reused. Hence, concrete material reuse is not impossible
but not possible in a closed cycle. As a material, it can be reused as part of aggregates for produc on
of new concrete; Nevertheless, reuse of insola on material, such as mineral wool, is possible and this
is a material. As these materials need other reuse cer ﬁca on and analysis methods, they are not
considered here.
Before the building deconstruc on, a deconstruc on audit must take place and the processes,
required equipment and manpower or robo cs must be planned. Exploring the pre deconstruc on
audit and programming is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, a er building deconstruc on,
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on site experts must visually inspect and control M C to screen and separate obviously defec ve parts.
This ini al screening can be assisted by the informa on transmi ed to the engineers through RFID or
IoT sensors a ached to the parts.
When the M C arrive at the physical M C bank loca on, they will go through a scanning process
to capture their outer surface and D dimensions. This scanning process may beneﬁt from the
complementary nature of hybrid capturing data. It should be pipe lined, standardised and automated
in order to save costs and me. The resul ng scans would be used for structural assessments,
deforma on and damage tracking and material recer ﬁca ons. Scanning the surface may result in
damage, crack and corrosion detec on. However, if the element is not loaded, cracks will not be
opened and damage may not be detected. Therefore, a control and crack detec on before
deconstruc on or during the opera on phase is crucial. All the scans will be stored in the digital M C
bank and remain there un l the assessment vote is revealed. As explained before, the deployed
structural, chemical and sustainable assessment methods and their results are beyond the scope of
this research. For the me being, we consider that the combina on of the assessment result will be
communicated as ﬁnal vote that could be: Pass, Aesthe c Fix, Deep Fix and Not Pass i.e., Fail .
The Pass vote conﬁrms that the material or component can be reused as it is. However, before
exi ng the M C bank, or prior to being placed into storage, these M C should go through a second
capturing session. The ﬁrst session detects visible surface issues. However, depending on the
evalua on strategy, diﬀerent destruc ve or non destruc ve structural tests, X Ray inspec ons, might
be used to assess invisible cracks or defects inside the components. This is why a second capturing
session is needed. This repe on ensures that the material took no damage during the M C bank’s
assessments. Despite the addi onal imposed me and costs, this session prevents future users from
suing the M C bank for obvious surface details that developed a er M C bank assessment or during
transporta on.
Both pre and post M C bank assessment capturing results must be presented to designers to aid
them with proper design. Meanwhile, the M C bank must use the second set of scans to create a
digital BIM object catalogue from the reusable M C. These objects must be presented to designers to
assist them with design with reusable materials.
If the ﬁnal vote is Aesthe c Fix , components are structurally robust and environmentally sound
to be reused. In this case, visible surface areas, punched areas, surface holes, cracks and
discoloura ons require light aesthe cs treatments through addi ve manufacturing or D prin ng.
Aesthe c ﬁxes might also target the edges of a component, e.g., a concrete column that has lost the
sharpness of the edges during the ﬁrst lifecycle. In this case, a comparison between the ﬁrst set of
capturing outcomes and the ini al design of the deconstructed elements provides be er inputs for
choosing a suitable addi ve manufacturing technique to lightly ﬁx the elements. These treatments
make M C visually suitable for a second service life and give new users a psychological assurance that
these parts are as good as new.
If the ﬁnal vote is Deep Fix, then M C will go through recovery and reclama on procedures to
achieve the desired performance levels set by the M C bank. In this case, classiﬁca on of damage is
required to support the decision for refurbishment, e.g., new corrosion protec on, epoxy or injec on.

Figure 3 An overview of the proposed framework. Integration of BIM, capturing, additive manufacturing and
material bank for automating, digitising and digitalising reusable materials and components.
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A er recovery, if they pass the reuse assessments, they will be assigned reuse level labels, e.g., level
, level and , to demonstrate how they compare with new elements in terms of structural
performance and based on the legally binding building codes. This labelling could be based on the
degree of corrosion or the results of chemical analysis if the structural robustness in conﬁrmed. In this
way, some components could be reused in the same posi on as before, while others can be
repurposed and used in diﬀerent or innova ve ways. What is important is that these structures are
s ll good enough to remain in the value chain and away from landﬁlls. If needed, Deep Fixed
elements go through an aesthe c ﬁx before the ﬁnal pass. A erwards, they will be sent for the second
scanning in order to be prepared for BIM object catalogues. Damaged RFID sensors must be replaced
prior to the second capturing session. Subsequently, RFID informa on must be updated in the M C
bank and BIModels.
Finally, the group of materials that fails to pass the M C bank assessment tests will be sent for
recycling. A new procedure will be ini ated, in which materials can be up or down cycled. No cycle is
perfect. Having elements that are not suitable for reuse is inevitable. However, recycled parts can be
reintroduced to the material cycle, for instance as concrete aggregates for concrete D prin ng Bai
et al
.

4 Discussion
Diﬀerent studies expressed the necessity for ﬂuidity and ﬂexibility of design when it comes to the
inclusion of reusable M C in new designs a er the M C bank recer ﬁca on. However, Akbarieh et al.
suggested that two design approaches can be taken into account for buildings with reusable
parts, namely, Design First, Bank Second and Bank First, Design Second . In the former, designers
and engineers freely plan and organise the project ﬁrst and then look into the M C bank to ﬁnd
suitable components for their design. In the la er, however, designers look into the M C bank ﬁrst,
choose certain reusable products and develop their design based on them. This approach requires a
reserva on system to be added to the digital M C bank pla orm for designers to secure a reusable
element for their design. Otherwise, if the elements are given to another project, the designers must
re design the project. This imposes addi onal project costs and me delays that must be avoided.
Nevertheless, both of these approaches demand BIM based objects of the reusable elements,
which designers need to use in the BIModel before ﬁnal project approval. While structural
performance determines whether a material can be reused, physical a ributes would be important
for certain designers. Thus, future M C banks must provide plugins or object catalogues to meet the
design needs of engineers. A er the elements are scanned and turned into BIM based objects,
designers have more freedom to use them in their design to make new design decisions to make the
reusable products suitable for solid placement in the new lifecycle. Material passports, reuse vote,
performance assessment methods and results, and other necessary lifecycle informa on must be
presented to designers as a ributes of the BIM based reusable objects. Firstly, material passports
assist with veriﬁca on of exis ng informa on, such as concrete grade, steel grade, reinforcement
degree and posi on. The M C bank must verify this informa on as well as provide proof of the
informa on. A erwards, it should update or re emit the material passports for the reusable products.
To assure experts about the authen city of the lifecycle informa on, the integra on of M C bank data
and blockchain technology could be pursued. Secondly, since building deconstruc on and reuse
cer ﬁca on happen a er one building lifecycle, e.g.,
years, M C bank must consider the design
codes for the new situa on in comparison with the outdated codes in order to properly assess the
elements. Not only M C bank, but future designers might need to access to both design codes for
sound engineering judgements as well as building permission issuance.
BIM based reusable objects can be visualised in XR environments. Not only the project team and
designers, but clients in the ﬁrst place, must agree with having reusable elements in their projects. If
clients’ doubts regarding the structural and environmental safety of load bearing reusable elements
are not addressed, they might refrain from using them, which in turn, will restrain the project team to
use them Rakhshan et al
. Therefore, XR technologies can be used in this phase to reassure
designers and clients of the suitability of reusable materials for their built assets. For exposed reusable
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parts, clients might need to see them in XR before approving the design. Therefore, together with BIM,
XR technologies play a huge role in spreading the design with reusable materials approach.
Addi onally, XR can help with the crea ve repurposing of elements that could be suggested by the
project team or even clients through visual inspec on of the reusable element within the virtual
project. In the same vein, having reusable parts in D objects might help with cross industry
exchanges.
Employment of humanoids especially in the EoL phase of future buildings can be an cipated in
the coming decades. If a designer an cipates that future deconstruc on must be performed by a
humanoid, this decision must be documented in the deconstruc on guidelines or material passports.
Otherwise, the element might not be deconstructed albeit being designed for deconstruc on.
Similarly, humanoids speed up the repe ve automa on for the capturing of reusable parts, storage
and reloca on. The necessary codes for opera ng a deconstruc on humanoid should be kept in the
deconstruc on guidelines and inserted in the BIM based object a ributes or RFIDs.
Addi ve manufacturing oﬀer more than repair solu ons. If clients or designers demand a certain
reusable element for their design, it is possible to modify, customise or op mise the topography of
the element for them. This possibility expands the horizons of design with reusable materials and
encourage designers to adopt this design approach.

5 Conclusion
M C banks are among the trendiest topics in the circular economy within the construc on sector.
However, few studies have conceptualised a BIM based working model for presen ng reusable
materials to the market a er M C banks enable circula on of them from the EoL phase to the new
design phase. Taking advantage of this gap, this paper describes a workﬂow for feasible material reuse
a er the reuse recer ﬁca on by the bank. The above concept deals with the post urban mining phase,
where secondary materials have been already reclaimed from the building stock.
To create a truly circular solu on and minimise the CDW, a combina on of digital technologies is
needed to provide digital, real me and accurate informa on to assist project stakeholders in design
decisions. In this paper, we explained how these technologies serve to automate the processes by
which reuse informa on are later digi sed and digitalised. Without the obtained technology based
automa on, material reuse cannot scale up on a global level.
The proposed framework, which is s ll under development, integrates BIM, reality capturing
technologies, addi ve manufacturing techniques, IoT and RFID sensors in order to provide an
automated reuse workﬂow. In fact, BIM is the conjunc on where all these technologies meet. It is
through BIM that the outcome of one technology is modiﬁed, prepared and u lised as an input for
another one in order to close the material loop in the construc on sector. The suggested workﬂow
delineates which technologies play what roles at what mes to provide the necessary digital
informa on regarding the M C deconstruc on, recer ﬁca on and reuse in a new building.
In summary, every deconstructed element goes through a process to record their physical
proper es via modern D capturing technologies, before and a er the material bank assessment.
Based on the scan results, D, BIM based reusable objects are reconstructed, which holds the lifecycle
informa on, reuse assessment results. Designers can visualise the reusable materials in BIM based
environments, directly in the material catalogues or through XR technologies. Having the reusable
material objects in BIM based environments eases the design and decision making, boost the reusable
material market and facilitates the transi on from linear economy based designs to circular designs
in the AECOO sector.
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